POWER MUST BE TURNED “ON” TO PANEL FOR PROGRAMMING. “POWER ON” LED ON RECEIVER BOARD WILL ILLUMINATE YELLOW.

UP / DOWN RECEIVER PROGRAMMING
1) PRESS AND HOLD “PROGRAM 1” BUTTON ON UP/DOWN RECEIVER BOARD.
2) PRESS AND HOLD “UP” BUTTON ON TRANSMITTER FOR 2 SECONDS. “CH1” LED WILL FLASH RED AND THEN SOLID GREEN.
3) RELEASE “PROGRAM 1” BUTTON.
4) PRESS AND HOLD “PROGRAM 2” BUTTON ON UP/DOWN RECEIVER BOARD.
5) PRESS AND HOLD “DOWN” BUTTON ON TRANSMITTER FOR 2 SECONDS. “CH2” LED WILL FLASH RED AND THEN SOLID GREEN.
6) RELEASE “PROGRAM 2” BUTTON ON RECEIVER BOARD.

TEST TRANSMITTER TO CONFIRM CORRECT PROGRAMMING

LIGHT RECEIVER PROGRAMMING
1) PRESS AND HOLD “PROGRAM1” BUTTON ON LIGHT RECEIVER BOARD.
2) PRESS AND HOLD “LIGHT” BUTTON ON TRANSMITTER FOR 2 SECONDS. “CH1” LED WILL FLASH RED AND THEN SOLID GREEN.
3) RELEASE “PROGRAM1” BUTTON.

TEST TRANSMITTER TO CONFIRM CORRECT PROGRAMMING.

RECEIVER RESET (DELETING ALL TRANSMITTERS)
PLACE A METALLIC OBJECT BETWEEN THE 2 COPPER PINS LABELED “CODE RESET 10 SEC.” ON BOARD. HOLD FOR FULL 10 SECONDS. “CH1” LED WILL ILLUMINATE RED WHEN COMPLETE.